1997 buick lesabre starting problems

Buick Lesabre owners have reported 13 problems related to car will not start under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Buick Lesabre based on all problems reported
for the Lesabre. Tl-the contact owns a Buick Lesabre. The contact stated that while driving at 35
mph the vehicle loss power. The contact stated that the vehicle would not restart. The gas light
illuminated. The vehicle was towed to a independent mechanic where there was no diagnosed
of the failure. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was contacted
but no further assistance was taken. The failure m 98, See all problems of the Buick Lesabre.
Car windows and gas gauge haven't worked in a long time however now the car will not start
consistently even with a brand new battery. You have to charge the battery every time to start it.
Ready to get rid of this worry. The contact owns a Buick Lesabre. While driving at 40 mph, the
vehicle stalled without warning. The failure recurred three times. The contact also stated that
the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The approximately failure mileage was , In approx my Buick Lesabre had issues starting
and would occasionally stop operating during travel. All ignition functions would cease to work.
Towed to Buick dealership to resolve and replaced ignition switch. This year a similar action
happened where the car would not start. Again at the dealership the ignition switch was
replaced. Is this ignition switch issue included in the gm recall?. I came home after bible study
on Wednesday night and got up Thursday then the security light went blinking. My husband had
the key ignition replace then brought new key but car still wouldn't start so had the car towed
and repaired. It was frighten but we made it safely out of the road before anything happen. I
don't understand that this problem occurred again. I am upset about the problem. A car has no
business shutting off in the road while a person is driving it accident or no accident because it
in danger peoples life. A serious problem for many people whom have these cars made by gm.
Tl- the contact owns a buck Lesabre. The contact stated while driving 20 mph, the vehicle
stalled without warning. The vehicle failed to restart until the next day. The contact had to tow
the vehicle to her residence. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician stated that the
battery might have caused the failure. The failure mileage was 2, The contact stated that the
vehicle failed to start. After several attempts, the vehicle was able to start. The failure recurred
multiple times. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage was
94, The contact stated that while having maintenance performed for an oil leak, the technician
noticed that the ignition switch cable was fractured causing the security system and electrical
system to malfunction. The technician stated that the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The
vehicle was repaired. However, the contact mentioned that after the repairs the vehicle failed to
start until after several attempts and in several occasions it stalled while driving. The vehicle
was taken back to dealer. The technician stated that the electronic part in the ignition was not
communicating with the key. The approximate failure mileage was , There were no warning
lights prior to the incident. The brake pedal was hanging loose and was inoperable. The vehicle
was towed to a dealership. The rod connecting the brake pedal to the master cylinder was
misaligned. The dealership determined this happened at the factory and informed the contact
they had never seen anything like it. The service dealer repaired the vehicle by replacing several
unknown brake components. Updated The consumer reported the failure to the manufacturer.
The vehicle would not crank due to a dead battery. The contact stated the battery leaked fumes
and fluid inside the car while driving. There was an odd smell that lingered in the vehicle. She
took the vehicle to a service shop and reported the odor. The mechanic suggested it may be the
catalytic converter. She had no repairs performed at that time. Afterwards, the engine would not
start. Further investigation led to the discovery of battery leakage in the back seat area. A new
battery was purchased from a dealer and replaced. There have been no further problems at this
time. Car failed to start and unable to shift out of park. Reversed key and car started. On another
occasion, car did not start but was able to shift out of park. I'm concerned as to defect in
ignition that might fail at a future date. I believe I have a problem with the vats. The system has
failed preventing me from starting the car. I have checked the fuses and one was blown but that
goes to the electronic level control hence a second problem itiallally the car failed to start after
jiggling the key it started. The security light remained on the whole way home. Came home shut
the car down and started back up again. Later that evening my wife took the car to the store,
where it failed to start. She called me I promptly responded with 2 of my children in tow. After
checking fuses, reading the owners manual and disconnecting the battery, jiggling the key the
car started. Thank goodness. Then we got home and it died. Yesterday I checked all fuses to
verify, its not that. Finally determining its in the ignition system relating to the lock cylinder. I
have an extended warranty and hope the dealer will fix it. Today I have continued to poke
around and attempted to start it. Do you know if this is a common problem for this vehicle? This
is not a pleasant situation. Do you know what might cause the lock cylinder to do this? The

owner went out to the vehicle to leave and the vehicle would not start. He then contacted the
auto club and they came out and attached jumper cables. When the owner turned the ignition as
instructed by the mechanic he immediately heard a "bang" followed by a fire. Please provide
any additional information. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Instrument Panel problems. Battery problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems.
Starter problems. Dash Wiring problems. Yesterday driving home from weekend up north the
car began to jerk and felt like it was bogging down while on expressway. After about ten miles it
began deceleration and jetting. We pulled off at exit and after idling for a few minutes it started
accelerating normal. Back on expressway and after 25 miles it started jerking and bogging down
again. Pulled off into church and it would not fully accelerate and stalled. Started right back up
and drove bogging all the way to gas station and added gas although it had plenty. It started
idling and accelerating fine. Back on exressway and another 20 miles and did same thing. This
time it slowed completely down and wouldn't restart. Left it overnight and went back today and
changed fuel filter. It started right up and got me 25 miles to home but was having trouble
accelerating the entire time. It felt like it wanted to go but just wouldn't speed up very fast or
smooth. Let it sit for four hours and then drove to store but it just felt like it wasn't getting gas
and then stalled and would not start again. It is sitting up at store right now. I think I can hear
the fuel pump prime when key is turned to on position. Any ideas. I have health problems that
have broken me financially and can't afford a tow and a mechanic. Help please! Denise
answered 4 years ago. Kwilli77 answered 2 years ago. Sounds like a good place to start is the
Throttle position sensor. We pulled off at My car has Have replaced factory installed ignition
module with coilpack and crankshaft sensor. The vehicle will run for a couple of years and do
the same thing again. Would like to know I replaced the engine in my Buick Lesabre about 4,
miles ago crate engine with new spark plugs, thermostat, water pump, intake manifold and
distributor cap and about 2 weeks ago, after I For a couple of years dads buick speedometer
would fluctuate or not work at all. I just inherited his car and want to restore it only 65K for
miles. I turn key without starting engine and speedome Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Buick lesabre acceleration, stalling, and starting problems. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Buick
LeSabre question. Search Buick LeSabre Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from
top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Buick Century 9 listings. Used Mercury
Grand Marquis 4 listings. Used Cars For Sale. Sometimes it would start, sometimes not. I had to
have it towed 4 times, to two different shops. Each shop suggested about 4 different solutions.
So a total of 8 possible solutions "we think this "might" be wrong". At the second shop , the
buick dealer, I let them do one "experiment". They tore out my third-party security system,
thinking that was causing some sort of security cutoff of the engine during starting. For some
reason, the car behaved OK for a couple of weeks after that. Then suddenly it wouldn't start
again. So that "repair" was not the solution. The reason there were so many possible solutions
suggested was that the "Check Engine" light was lit on the dash. They checked the computer
diagnostics, and it suggested all sorts of possible problems. I was not going to allow
experimentation. I told the dealer that if he had to , he could get the detroit engineers on the
phone and figure it out. No more experimentation. Just figure out what is wrong, and fix it. The
next day the dealer called me to say they found the problem. The catalytic converter had
collapsed inside, which blocks the exhaust coming from engine. Thus, the engine would start,
then die. The car has been starting OK since then. But I still have to try crank it a few times on
cold mornings. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace
catalytic converter 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
LeSabre problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Buick mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The Buick LeSabre is a roomy four-door
sedan powered by a six-cylinder engine. If you find yourself in a situation where your LeSabre
won't start, there are a number of things you can look into, even if you're not a trained
mechanic. As frustrating as it might be to get stranded, by keeping your cool and thinking
through the steps, you might be able to save yourself a trip to the mechanic. Depending on the
problem, it could be just a minor setback and an easy fix. Check the security light on the
dashboard to see if it is illuminated. If the frequencies don't match, the ignition and fuel
systems will be shut down. If the security light is illuminated when you try to start your vehicle,

turn the ignition to the off position and try again. If this still doesn't work, try starting your
LeSabre with another key that was issued with the car. Check to make sure you don't have a
blown ignition fuse. The fuse for the ignition is located in the engine compartment fuse box and
is located near the firewall on the passenger's side. The ignition fuse is the No. Pull it out and
inspect the silver portion of the fuse. If the band is melted or broken, you should replace the
fuse and try starting your LeSabre again. Verify that your LeSabre is in park or neutral, as the
starter will not engage if the transmission is in gear. Verify that you have fuel in your tank. An
electrical short on the fuel gauge or the sending unit can give you a false reading. Add a few
gallons of fuel and try to start your LeSabre again. Push the accelerator down to the floor and
crank the engine for three seconds, which will clear out excess fuel from the injectors if your
LeSabre is flooded. If the vehicle starts and then shuts off immediately, try to start the vehicle
again, but hold down the pedal and crank the engine for six seconds. If the vehicle dies again,
use the normal starting procedure, as the excess fuel should now be cleared out of the
injectors. Check the battery clamps on the terminals to be sure they are tight and free of
corrosion. To access the battery, remove the rear seat cushion. Use an adjustable wrench to
tighten the battery clamps if necessary, and clean off any corrosion with a wire brush. If the
engine is turning over slowly, you may also have a dead or weak battery. You can attempt to
jumpstart your LeSabre by connecting jumper cables from another car to the remote
jumpstarting terminal on your car, which is located in the engine compartment on the
passenger side. Dwight Malone is a journalist who has worked for various Chicago-area
newspapers, including the "Chicago Tribune" and "Naperville Sun. Malone studied journalism at
Eastern Illinois University. Step 1 Check the security light on the dashboard to see if it is
illuminated. Step 2 Check to make sure you don't have a blown ignition fuse. Step 3 Verify that
your LeSabre is in park or neutral, as the starter will not engage if the transmission is in gear.
Step 4 Verify that you have fuel in your tank. Step 5 Push the accelerator down to the floor and
crank the engine for three seconds, which will clear out excess fuel from the injectors if your
LeSabre is flooded. When trying to start your LeSabre, Buick recommends to crank your engine
for no more than 10 seconds at a time, with 15 seconds in between each attempt to prevent
draining your battery or overheat your starter. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
October Thanks Imadoz, I forgot to includethe year in my second post it's a 97 and only 4 relays
are present, but now that I am armed I can change them out with some spares that I do have, I
can't thank you enough as I am retired and don't have much cash, stay well.. Bob Hi All, I have a
code P, which was read from my Inova reader, the code in the book suggests it to be a relay, the
car is a 97 Olds LSS, I also looked at some other sites to find what this code is and found other
info that is or is not correct, the statement there was PSP input malfuncton, of course the
engine light is on. I have replaced the relays and this did not correct the problem, so where do I
go from here? Thanks Bob. I think I have a similar problem in a Buick Century. Starts and idles
fine but will not rev. Have changed numerous parts including the computer and have run
diagnostics which did not give any codes. I am now suspecting that it is in limp mode. Do you
have any suggestions? Check your battery connections.. I have just changed the MAF
sensor,throttle sensor ,harmonic balancer,battery.. And unfortunately the check engine light
remains on Hi All, this whole problem with my car just appeared, and while changing the relays,
which was not the problem at all, as a "P" code is permanent, I found one of those rubber "T's"
that was split in half, I replaced it and also from the GM dealer, guess what? By the way all of
the Big Olds Buick and Pontiac cars only use the 3. My mother-in-laws Buick Regal's battery
dies after it has sat for a few days. The battery is fairly new and once the car gets started, the
battery charges and alll is fine until the car sits again. I think there is a small load on the battery
when the car os off. I can put an ampmeter on the battery and pull fuses to see when the
assumed load disapears. I was just wondering if someone knows of a problem like this which is
common to these cars. November I have a 97 Buick Lesabre. I just tried to start my car and it
acted like it was out of gas so I got 2 gallons of gas and put it in there. Now my car occasionally
will start but shuts off almost instantly after. I recently hit a tire on the interstate it beat on my
undercarriage pretty badly. I have been hearing a noise like a bang on the back of my trunk, like
someone is closing a door right by my car while driving and sometimes right after I shut off my
car. Any ideas or what other info might be needed? Well after all that it was as simple as the
inline fuel filter figured i would post incase others have this problem. Thanks for the help
everyone January How tough was it to replace the crank sensor? Was a wheel puller the only
special tool required? Thanks, Bobby. As much as I hate to say it, at least the Japanese usually
fix a problem when they find one. You must mean like the sludge problems in V6s that toyota
denied for years and finally gave it? You must mean like the continuing sage of transmission

problems in Hondas? Now their Odysseys are throwing transmissions left and right due to
underdesign? You must mean like the inadequate rear brakes on some Hondas and I believe
toyotas that wore out in short mileages? You must mean like the drive-by-wire accelerator
problems, the floor mat problems, and an unknown possible third electronic control problem
that gives toyotas a ride-of-your-life acceleration? Do you mean those companies? And I
haven't talked about Nissan and others. Better to diagnose the MAF by removing the connector
and seeing if the engine runs better without it. Has the EGR ever been removed, cleaned so it
doesn't stick open slightly, and put back on. Don't get solvent into the upper part. Don't know if
you've done it, but spray carb cleaner all around vacuum hoses and around the base of the
upper intake manifold looking for spots where the manifold may be warping and allowing a seep
of air under it affecting the ability of the IAC to control the mixture. Same for the throttle body
gasket. January edited January March edited March I have a '93 lesabre, with about , miles on it.
About 9 months ago it was having problems when going slow speeds, in town driving and at red
lights the engine would die. Put it in park and start it up again and it would be fine. It didn't
happen very often maybe once a week. But we replaced the TPS. After that it worked well for
several months, but after awhile I began to notice on highway driving it would sometimes rev
really high and sometimes the RPM meter would go crazy without me hearing any difference in
the motor. It would also sometimes rev really high as soon as I put it in park. Then three days
ago it stalled just like it had been doing before at a red light. Same as before started back up
and was fine. I called my dad he'd fixed it before and he said he'd look at it this weekend. The
next day I was out driving again and it did the same thing, but this time it would start back up
and rev really high then die almost immediately. I managed to get it to a parking lot and there it
sits. It will not move anymore. It does start, but almost always within 2 seconds it's dead again.
Occasionally it would stay running for a minute or so, but within that time pressing the gas has
no effect on the RPMs they go up and down a few times before it's dead again. Any ideas would
be much appreciated. I would check the rubber hoses in the engine compartment for dry rot and
leaking air into the engine. IF it's getting too much it's like having the throttle already opened
some and the rev speeds up. That would fit with it not reacting to your accelerator movements.
Check the underside of hoses, little and big, especially nearer the engine and the high heat.
Also try disconnecting the MAF sensor wires and start the car. They can cause stalling and poor
running--but I don't recall high idling as a symptom. An EGR valve can stick slightly open and a
car runs rough and tries to compensate for the extra air it's getting through the EGR. Tapping
on the EGR usually lets it slide closed if it's stuck open. The crankshaft position sensor causes
stalling. But high idling would not be a symptom. March I'll check these things. June Hey
slightlines! I have a very similar problem! Did you ever figure out what the culprit was? This
helps a lot. I'll be driving along from a cold start and I would hear this "click click" type of sound
coming from the rear. It's a hollow sound like a turn signal sounds. After the clicking sound the
engine would drop in RPMs and either catch itself from stalling or stall. I would turn the engine
off and restart and things would be OK. Problem also is that it stalls while cruising down the
road. I put the tranny in neutral and restart the engine. Of course, the power steering is
disabled. August Yesterday i caminto work. September edited September After the clicking
noise the engine RPM drops and the engine will either stall or catch itself and rev back up to
normal RPM. However, at times I can be cruising around 40 mph and the engine will suddenly
stall out. I put it in neutral and restart the engine - while fighting with the power steering. The
best I can tell is that it is always associated with this clicking sound from the rear driver side by
gas cap. My Lesabre stalled intermittantly and would either restart while coasting immediately
or would restart within a minute. It only happened when my foot wawsnt on the gas, so i started
driving with a foot on gas temporarily. But due to safety issues, I had a shop trouble shoot.
Previously I had changed wires, plugs, fuel filter, and checked fuel pump pressure. I replaced
the EGR Twice. Finally, hopefully no more intermittant stalling It was the PCM. It cost about for
trouble shooting the wires, and about for the PCM Power control module, and a few hundred for
initial testing before that. Hope this helps! The data in the forum here helped. It never stalled
under those conditions. I love the new recent commercial for the Lacrosse with everyone
running in place in lines everywhere. The Ad says, you dont run in line waiting, why should your
car? It shuts off at lights and restarts when pressing gas. And it gets up to 36 MPG. I love the
way the Lesabre coasts downhill fater than other cars. It must have much better bearings as
well as less air resistance. Great engineering! I like to know if someone gave an answer. I would
change the fuel filter. Easiest and probably it. You may have gotten water or dirt from the fill up.
December I havnt checked anything yet. Thanks, Mike. February I own a Buick Lesabre, and I
am having the same problem. I have brought it to the dealer, and they say no computer codes
can be found to tell about the problem. Sometimes the car will run for weeks without stalling.
Another forum says it could be the fuel regulator? Do you know what he did? April I have a

Buick La Sabre and it was doing the same thing and we changed one of the crankshaft sensors
and it still stalled when we were driving, but it would re-start. Besides the alternator making
some pretty bad sounds and needing changed, it runs great again. Good Luck. Originally my
buick la sabre would drive fine. I would stop to go into the store or go into a restaurant for lunch
and when I returned, it wouldn't start. Then it started stalling when I was driving down the
highway with the gas pedal depressed or also at stop signs and red lights when I was braking. It
would also die when I let it coast on the highway because the engine is able to maintain a
constant rate of speech with little or no additional gas. We changed one of the crankshaft
sensors and there are 2, so I am not sure which one, and then it would still stall, but at least you
could shift into neutral and it would re-start. This week after almost 2 years of the car stalling,
we changed the mass airflow sensor and the manifold absolute pressure sensor and it doesn't
stall anymore. Part of the exhaust manifold on this year car is plastic and this will cause you to
have coolant in the exhaust manifold when it finally melts. They used to be all metal in and
earlier models, but although it would seem like a design flaw to make a part of the car which has
to withstand really high temperatures out of metal, you just have to replace it about every ,
miles. Also they changed the design of the manifold in so that the metal ones from previous
years cannot be used as a replacement. In my car is was one of the crankshaft sensors. There
are 2 and my regular mechanic did it and I never asked which one it was I was just glad it
started again. My buick la sabre started off my not starting after it had been parked a while. Like
running into walmart or going to lunch at a restaurant. That was one of the crankshaft sensors.
Then it started dying while we were driving. That was the mass airflow sensor and the manifold
absolute pressure sensor. We had already tried to blow it out with the "fix it can" you can buy in
the auto parts stores to help clean it, but we really just needed a new mass airflow sensor. Now
it not only starts, but stays running. Originally the car died occasionally when in gear and
eventually it died a lot when in gear and often wouldn't start after it had been parked for a little
while. Eventually it wouldn't restart after it had been parked for a while really often. We found
the problem with not starting was one of the crankshaft sensors, there are 2 and I don't know
which one. The stalling problem was the mass airflow sensor and the manifold absolute
pressure sensor. Now it runs and doesn't die. It was my crankshaft sensor. Took care of the
problem. After my car is driven for about 20 minutes it will cut off and will restart after about
minutes; I've been reading about the crankshaft sensors, where on the engine are they located?
Where is the crankshaft sensor located on a Buick LeSabre? June edited June It is just like Mr
Shiftright said. The crankshaft sensor has two wires going to it and the sensor itself is inside
the rim of the crankshaft balancer. I believe that the has a thickness gauge that is used with it
for installation to give the right gap between the sensor and the balancer. Later years setups
had pins or something that determines the position for the sensor with no adjustment possible.
It is possible to have it rub the balancer if not adjusted correctly. I am basing this on people's
comments in forums through the years hoping it may help you avoid mistakes. The balancer
does have to be removed. September I'm new here. Been stumped for three days now. I have a
Buick le sabre custom andis an awesome car just started to go down. But as soon as I turn it
off, nothing. Cranks but dosnt turn over. I've changed the coolant temp sensor and thermostat
but nothing the problem still persist. Next I think I'm going to change cps but I would like some
insight from some people with experience. Thanks alot guys and girls. You're going to have to
be more specific about what happens. Do you mean that as soon as you turn off the heater
blower or turn off the dash control with the OFF switch the whole engine shuts down? When I
shut my car off. I can start it inthe morning no problems and drive it fine up until I have to turn
the car off. Ince I shut it off I have to wait until the engine cools down to let me start it. It just
started happening and also just a day ago I was driving maybe 40mph and it cut off and I had to
wait until I was cool to restart and be on my way home. Okay, so it's a "hot start problem". Hot
start issues are often related to fuel pressure or fuel delivery problems. If possible, doing a fuel
pressure test while the engine is hot pressure while cranking might reveal something.
Crankshaft position sensor. Requires removing the crankshaft balancer. Just bolts in beside the
balancer. This needs to be replaced and then diagnose further if problems continue. I was
thinking about doing the crankshaft position sensor before I go into fuel because I'm afraid it
might be the pump. Do you guys suggest any way to go about changing the crankshaft position
sensor? Thanks guys any advice is appreciated! I'll get back to you guys when I change it later
today degree won't allow it lol. Removing balancer, done through the wheel opening by
removing plastic splash guard, requires a specific size bolt to screw into the three threaded
holes. People comment that certain pullers have threads that seem to fit but only go in a couple
of turns because they are not correct. Make sure you have the right puller. Sign In or Register to
comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service

Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October I just perchess a Buick
Lesabre 3. I drained all the old gas and filled with fresh gas and changed the fuel filter and
changed the spark plugs as well but hesitation still happens! I have a Buick lesabre 3. Afterward
I began to have loss of speedo and weird shifts so I replaced the VSS on the tranny housing and
that worked. Now though the car dies on the road while driving and its warmed up and
sometimes will come back right away sometimes I have to pull over and I fiddle with the
terminals on the battery and it seems to start right up and no probs. The connectors are not
really lose and when I got the new battery and alt I switched to top posts so they are are making
good connections I just mess with the battery cause that was all I could think to do on the side
of the highway. Now I have begun to notice when the blinker is on the volt gauge jumps with the
blinker and the oil gauge bounces as well. The stalling has persisted and now it dies when
slowing down, while maintaining speed, while turning, and seems to be random. Never really
noticed any starting problems. I live in Houston so the car is pretty much always hot. Any
thoughts would be much appreciated. How does it act when it is dying? Sorry about that 95'
with miles and it sputters and acts kind of like its misfiring. This morning when attempting to
get to work it died every time I used my blinker and initiated the turn, the sputtering and then
fully stalling. I could immediately re-start the car and it would make it until the next turn and
once again with the blinker engaged the car would die. Then I turned on all the lights and ac and
radio and brights to watch to see if they killed the car. The car ran fine with everything on and
only slight dip occurred on the volt gauge. When I would turn without blinker and the car was
still cold it would not die, but then I turned around and decided that it was unsafe to drive the
car was then hot and would die without blinker and turning and even sometimes when I would
slow down to a stop sign that I would go straight through it would sputter and die. Also I wanted
to see what the hazards would do and when I turned those on the volt gauge would dip but only
about half of the amount it would dip when turn signal was engaged. Let me know if there's
anything I might try, thanks for responding. Not an expert on turn signal wiring vs 4-way
flashers and other lights. But The first thing I'd do is get the battery checked. Places like
Advance Auto will check it for you along with the charging system. My concern would be the
two positive battery cables that are one on top of the other. TAke them off and take them apart
and check for corrosion between them. There should be a lead spacer in between. Those are
replaceable; someone said theirs was crushed and didn't make good contact with the cable vs
the length of the bolt going into the battery contact. Check the copper wire going down into the
plastic covering to be sure it's intact and not corroding away with acid from the battery. You
might have a connection problem. You might have a defective battery problem. You might clean
the battery positive cable end at the alternator and at the relay center on the dash. Remove the
negative cable first before doing any of this. You may have a MAF sensor that's not letting it idle
and is giving bad data on the air flow rate so when the extra load of a turn signal hits, it affects
the engine speed too much. These can be cleaned with a spray MAF sensor cleaner from the
auto stores. Do not touch the wires in the sensor with anything. They are sensitive. Do you have
any vacuum leaks in rubber tubing around the motor. It's 13 years old and heat and gasoline
vapors deteriorate those rubber tubes. You didn't mention getting a high idle, but you may have
deteriorating rubber at the ends, especially check the bottom sides of tubes. They may be
upsetting the idle mixture making the car sensitive to changes in load that occur quickly. BUT
the crankshaft position sensor is a likely suspect because of your problem increasing with heat.
The CPS is under the harmonic balancer. Also the connector on the spark control under the
coils may have bad contact or maybe the spark control is going bad. Have spark plug wires and
plugs been replaced in k miles? Sometimes people put in other plugs and have trouble. How is
the fuel pump pressure. Low pressure could cause strange symptoms and as they heat up
sometimes the pumps lose pressure and cause problems. But restarting immediately wouldn't
occur with an overheated pump. It would cool a while. Same for crankshaft position sensor. But
you do need to verify your aren't driving with a battery with low voltage so that the turn signal
connection is affective the driveability. So my battery is good and my alternator is working I
went ahead and replaced the side posts positive because it was stripped out and I put all three
wires together to one single top post connector. The volt reading on the battery was I checked
my lines and they appear good slightly cracked housing but no bubbles or sound when the car
is running so I don't think that's causing an issue yet but I am replacing them to make sure. The
Idle is kinda off. Its not so much high as it is shaky. I had a J30 with a ton of misfiring problems
and the Buick's shake at idle kinda of reminds me of a slight misfire. But again the rpm are not
that much off from what they have been just a little bit rougher idle. My brother checked the
ERG or EGR or something to do with the vacuum lines at the top of the engine and said it was
okay. My wires say they are AC Delco premium and I got the car at 90K and they had claim it
had just had a full tune up. So I think I am going to try to change out plugs wires and coils to

just make sure. Also the trip does not work since I changed out the VSS about 3 months ago,
but the odometer is working. I don't know if that has anything to do with it. I didn't check the
fuel pump but my car was low on gas so I just went and filled up with the new top post and
while the car was not dying at every turn there was still a slight sputter and at one turn I put a
little bit extra gas and it kind of hiccuped, didn't die but dropped rpm like it was dying then
picked it back up, that turn was before the gas but after the connector was replaced. I didn't
replace my neg because it was not stripped and the wire seems slightly too short. How could I
check my CPS to make sure it still is functioning? Thank you again for responding, again if any
ideas keep them coming because I afraid to turn it over to a mech and not have any idea what
the issue would be. Sounds like your brother is checking things. GEt a fuel pressure gauge,
Autozone or others might loan them out, and check fuel pressure with the car idling and then
with the vacuum hose pulled off the Fuel Pressure Regulator right next to the Schraeder valve
when you tap in. I am not sure of pressure for your year, but they should be above Did you
clean the MAF sensor? TAke it off and look at the two thin wires with tiny heat sinks in the
middle for fuzz. Clean with spray mentioned above. Do not touch the wires. Checks for
crankshaft position sensor problems are not good. With some cars, they don't restart right away
after dying hot. Throw cold water on the CPS cools it and the car starts right back up. Another
thing to mention is that more people than average have had trouble with the computer on 94
and 95 H-bodies, leSabres and Bonnevilles. You may be looking at a new computer rebuilt
where you change the prom you have into the new remanufactured computer. I think the
original wires said Packard Electric. So ifyours say Delco or AC on them, they have probably
been replaced. If they haven't hardened from heat, they are probably fairly fresh. This case
really begs for someone with another running equivalent car where you can switch the MAF
sensors and switch the computer to see if that fixes your problem. Anyway, wanted to see what
ya thought about that. What OBD is the 95' buick cause I found a one and two plug so that
confused me. Do you think it could be the fuel filter? I have not changed that out, I'm guessing
that the fuel gauge will tell me if that's bad. Also, my horn doesn't work. I don't know it that has
anything to do with this problem. My brother thinks that the car has a wiring malfunction in that
some where there's a bad wire that's grounding out, do you think that may be the case? Thanks
again for all your help, if you are ever in Houston I'll buy ya a beer or something I really
appreciate all the help. Just wanted to added this. Thanks again. Not sure what the elbow tube
is. Is that the air intake flex portion that's like an accordion? The screen on the air intake comes
off with a snap ring. The screen is hard to pull out, just gently use paper clips or something to
hook different parts around the perimeter and wiggle it out. The MAF sensor needs to have the
two wires inside clean. They catch fuzz and form bits that change their sensitivity. MAF spray
helps. I also used a camel hair artist type brush to gently help the MAF cleaner. IF the air intake
was leaking dirty air after the air filter through the accordian, that would explain the dirt on the
honeycomb and probably helps dirty up the MAF. The black goo is oil fumes from when the car
is shut off that come up into the upper intake manifold. The goop also can coat the inside of the
metal throttle body where the butterfly valve needs to almost seal. Many people remove the
throttle body 3 difficult screws and lots of attachments as a regular cleaning. It's difficult to
clean with the throttle body on the car with just the honeycomb screen removed. The black goo
blocks the air that is supposed to leak around the edge of the butterfly throttle plate and upsets
the ability of the idle air control to bleed enough air to keep proper idle. The horn has a relay in
the relay center. On one diagram that may be a different year, it's the 2nd from the passenger
side. First is AC compressor, then horn relay. They may be the same part number and you can
interchange them to test to see if the horn works with a different relay. That's the first thing to
check. November I have a Lesabre. After we fill up the gas tank, the car stalls or spuders and
then dies. It will start up again, but then repeats then stalls again. After 5 mins or so it will quit. I
does not do this if we do not fill up the tank. Any help would be great! December I have a Buick
Lesabre with 65, miles on it. I have went through 4 Brand new starters and a brand new fly
wheel. I had the starter shimmed but that worked for a shot time and now again when I start the
car it makes a grinding noise like metal on metal and then starts mechanic says it has to be the
starter or the fly wheel but i have replaced both and nothing is working. Anyone have any ideas
of what might be the problem???? No drivable issues or starting issues when running. Some
times will crank but will not start. May be days or week starts fine then get in and it will not start
but cranks fine. I try starting it 3 times with key this way then pump the gas pedal while cranking
and sometimes it will start. Yesterday did not start all day no matter pumping the gas pedal or
just turning the key. Let it sit over night tried to start it this morning and started up just fine and
ran fine. Car is in garage the whole time so no weather issues. I have the same thing going on
with my What was the problem? You are going to have to do some checking if doing this
yourself. Do you change your own spark plugs? If so take one of the old plugs and keep it read.

When the car won't start, take off a spark plug wire from the front plug and connect it to your
old plug and lay it on metal so the plug grounds to the motor. Have someone crank the car while
you look to see if a nice blue spark jumps the gap in the plug. If so, you have spark. I fyou
determine you have spark, then you check for fuel. When you turn the key to ON the fuel pump
should run for 3 seconds. If the blower and radio are off, you should be able to hear it run. That
primes the fuel system with full pressure, if everything is working right. If the engine is cold and
you don't hear the fuel pump, that may be your problem. If you do hear the fuel pump and you
have spark and the engine doesn't start, the question is do you have high enough pressure on
the fuel and do you have injectors that are opening to squirt the fuel. To check fuel pressure
requires a fuel pressure gauge. I heard that some of the box stores autozone, maybe loan a fuel
pressure gauge. You connect it to the Shraeder valve on the motor fuel lines and read the
pressure. I believe it should be over They may tell you at the store what is required. If you have
proper pressure, try feeling the injectors while someone cranks. I believe you can feel the
injectors click. March I have a 97 Lesabre with a 3. It's had an intermittent starting problem
since it was new. It will start without a problem for months, and every so often, it will crank but
not start. If I wait sometimes 10 minutes, other times maybe 30 minutes, it fires right up. The
problem happens more often when the car has sat overnight. This morning it would not start,
turns over fine, but will not start. I noticed a clicking noise coming from the passenger kick
panel, when the key was on. I went out a couple of hours later, turned the key, no clicking noise
and fires right up. I made several trips to the dealer while under warranty, but they could never
find the cause. I fear it is in the ECM, just hoping someone has ran into this before. March edited
March To start it needs air, fuel, and spark. Listen when you turn on the key without turning to
start. Does the fuel pump in the rear run for about 2 seconds and then shut off? That is priming
the pressure in the system. If you hear no fuel pump on the occasions it doesn't start, you may
not be getting that prime. I believe the fuel pump relay is on the A-pillar area next to the
passenger's knees. Take off the plastic hush panel above the passenger's feet with about 5
screws and taps. There's a list of which fuse and which relay for the fuse box listed on top of
the panel when you take it off. If I'm right and the fuel pump relay is there, you have to
determine if it's the one clicking and WHY it's clicking. The problem could be further along the
circuit toward the fuel pump. At 88, miles and 13 years, the fuel pump could be failing inside the
tank. You need a pressure check on the fuel WHEN it's not starting. You can borrow or rent
gauges from some auto stores: I'd try Autozone first. Next you might have fuel injectors not
cycling, so no fuel gets delivered. You might be able to have someone crank the car and touch
the injectors to see if they are clicking as they shoot the squirt of fuel in. Then there's spark.
You take take an old spark plug and pull off one of the front wires to a plug and connect your
spare plug. Lay it on the metal part of the motor for ground. Have someone crank and see if
you're getting a good blue hot spark. Good luck diagnosing. Your ECM is under the air breather
box near the left front headlight area. You're not hearing your ECM clicking. Also the clicking
might be from the electric motors that control the heater vanes that are above the passenger's
feet. Check your battery connections. Turn off the heater unit with the key ON and leave it a
while so they cycle off. Then take off the battery terminals, negative first, and check for
corrosion especially between the two cables on the positive. Clean, treat with dielectric grease
to prevent corrosion, and reassemble. May May edited May I would suggest checking the
battery terminals for corrosion between the two positive terminal connectors. The negative
needs to be taken off and checked carefully, then remove both positives and actually pull them
apart and check the spacer between them. Also check the terminal on the battery for looseness,
leaking, etc. If you battery is fairly new, it should test out okay. I would suggest having it tested
at a local free check store, like Advance Auto where they put it on a tester for a while that does
checks. Then you're down to the VATS system. If the security light has been coming on an off
while driving or the light comes on when you put the key in and turn to ON and the security light
starts flashing, the problem may be reading the resistor chip in the key. The wires from the lock
cylinder at the top in the keyed portion go through the tilt part of the column and go to a
connector down on the steering column. They break after being tilted many times. Or the two
contacts inside the lock cylinder wear that touch the resistor on the key. The resistance of the
key can be replaced by putting a resistor series with the same resistance down on the bottom of
the column and eliminating the wires to the top of the column at the wheel from the circuit.
Alarm shops replace these all the time to allow their alarm system to control starting the car.
VATS means vehicle anti theft system. Other possibilites are corroded or loose connections at
the starter motor. Bad starter motor solenoid not making contact. I have a Buick Le Sabre It is
not starting with out pumping the gas pedal numerous of times, and even then it stalls like it
has no gas until it kicks in I know its a fuel problem but I don't know exactly where to look. I just
replaced the fuel pump and the fuel filter it is still doing the same thing can u please help.

Pumping the pedal does not do anything on fuel injected, computer controlled cars. The only
thing the pedal does is when it's depressed to the floor, the injectors are turned off--that's the
way to clear a flooded engine that somehow got too much fuel, a rare event. You are supposed
to let the accelerator stay completely up. Don't put your foot on it. I probably can't pick out a
problem for you. But I can suggest things. Try turning the key on for 2 seconds until you hear
the fuel pump kick off , then off and back on for 2 seconds, and a third time. Then turn the key
to crank and see if that seems to consistently make a difference. This pumps up the pressure in
the fuel line. A good pump has a valve that holds pressure in the fuel line for quite a while, but it
might be not working. Or worse, you might have a seep of fuel in the fuel lines somewhere. Do
you smell fuel around the car after it's parked a few minutes like there's a drip? With a new fuel
pump all the lines should have been checked, but sometimes mechanics don't do the right
thing. A few people have had crankshaft position sensors go out on higher mileage cars, and
up. One symptom for some is that the car will just stall and restart right away. Have your spark
plugs and wires been replaced within the last K miles? If you're in a humid climate, damp wires
shorting the spark might be giving a miss until they've run a part of minute. I'm not sure this
would give a problem like you're describing, but the fuel pressure regulator, FPR, is supposed
to give different pressures from the fuel pump when there's no vacuum such as during cranking
and full throttle, then it lowers the pressure when there's a high vacuum for normal driving. It is
round about two inches tall and has one vacuum line going into it. Pull off the vacuum line and
see if drops of liquid gasoline come out before you start the car and after it has run badly, with
the motor off. Also see if the vacuum line rubber is rotted or cracked from dryness. Does it give
any symptoms any other time? Does it do this every time on a cold start or warm start? Another
item that wouldn't give a consistent miss like a particular plug or wire does where they cause a
loping miss is the spark control module. This might give a miss on all plugs randomly. It's the
plate underneath the coils with the connector on the front end angled downward. You might
clean and reinsert the connector. It has a small bolt holding it in if I recall. And the last thing that
would give symptoms a little more dramatic would be the computer. In and Bonnevilles and
leSabres there was a higher failure rate of the actual computers. I hope someone did some
troubleshooting to determine you needed that expensive fuel pump. You might take it back to
the garage that did the pump and ask them to check the fuel pressure on the system. Although
a fuel pump after , might be a good replacement anyhow. Good luck finding the cause and may
it be easy and inexpensive. I just replaced the coil today and car runs like new! I replaced my
coil's today 3 ea. June edited June Occasionally will not start. Turning key to start appears
Battery is dead, after a few attempts to start it will start. Dealership said the code was for the
Security Module they replaced it and worked ok for about 3 starts then no start again. No codes
in computer. Car runs good with no stalling etc that I have read about in other discussions.
Need solution please. June Check for clean connection at battery ground on the floor pan under
rear seat. Check for solid tight connections at the various fuse boxes, including the holddown
screws. Check for tight connections on the various fuses involved: study your owner manual
for locations under rear seat and under hood. Check connections for power cable at the front of
the car at fuse box. You may want to disconnect ground cable to do it to avoid shorts. I've read
of people finding various solutions to this problem. Less than 50, miles really, belonged to
grandfather. She tried to start yesterday and it would not turn over. Lights in instrument panel
go on. Battery checked and is okay. Towed to repair shop and they said starter was okay but
not getting signal, but they don't know why. What did the security light do when the key was
turned and the chip in the key was read for resistance? It should flash on for a few seconds and
then go off. If the resistance in the key reads wrong, the light will stay on. After the third time
the key is turned to crank, the security light will start flashing for 3 minutes before it resets.
During all this time the starter will not crank and the injectors won't inject. If the security light is
not indicating a bad resistance reading So the test is whether the starter wire at the starter gets
current when in crank to pull the solenoid and connect the heavy duty contacts to turn the
starter. If there's current there, then you need to back track to see what is happening. If the
security light indicates a bad resistance, then the best method is to cut the wires at the base of
the steering column and insert resistors to mimic the resistance of the key. Search for VATS on
the net and you'll find a list of the 15 resistances. Theft alarm shops bypass this all the time to
let their systems do the security instead of the car's theft system. They can probably do it
quickly. July At about 60k, the ignition coils went bad. Had the plugs, wires and coils replaced.
Now at 80k, the ignition module has gone bad. Is this normal? Are these things related? Is there
anything else I should be looking for? July edited July I can't think of any leSabre or related car
since where the 3 coils all went bad at once other than the ones that had all three coils in a
single unit by Magnavox I believe.. Did you diagnose that or did a mechanic shop diagnose it? I
would be suspicious. Usually one coil gives problems when it is HOT with a weakened spark

and strange symptoms which eventually trace to the coil. The ignition modules sometimes have
failed, but I would recall it's usually at more miles. However the car is 10 or 11 years old.
Sometimes connections at the end of the module give trouble with some corrosion. Check
those and check the connector wires individually by visual inspection. Possibly a new
mechanic. Many people believe the Bosch plugs especially don't work well with the GM system.
What symtpoms are you noticing? In the first hour of running it sometimes stalls, usually when
I'm at a light and the motor is idling. When it stalls it won't restart for minutes, but always
eventually restarts. While it is dead, the motor turns over fine starter working and all the lights
are normal. This typically only happens during the first hour of running. The problem never
seems to happen after driving for more than an hour. If I'm on the highway shortly after starting
it from a cold start , I can feel the motor drop out for a brief moment, but it picks up again in a
second and continues running fine the rest of the day. Also, sometimes when I make a quick
run to the store shutting off the engine , it won't start when I come out of the store until I wait
the usual minutes. Then it starts rite up. I had this problem last year and my mechanic could not
find the issue, even after 4 trips to him. Nor could the dealership, as it always ran great while
they had it. While in for a different repair with the mechanic, he called to say they thought they
had found the stalling problem That being my fuel pump wasn't holding pressure. So he put in a
new one and the problem went away for 8 months till it started all over again a month ago. Once
when it died last week I checked and I could hear the fuel pump running and stop when it
reached pressure. I also verified there was pressure by venting some fuel at the nipple on the
fuel regulator mounted on top of the motor. I also checked the vacuum line going to the FPR
and it was dry inside no fuel leaking out into the vacuum line , so I don't think it's a fuel issue.
Last week I picked up a cheap spark tester and when it died I put the tester in line with one of
the plugs. There was no spark. It seems that when this problem occurs, I loose the spark
ignition to the cylinders. I did also put the tester in line when the car was running fine and
verified the tester works, as I could see the spark. The next time it died I reseated the harness
connector to the ignition module module mounted under the coils. Even though the connectors
looked fine, I hit them with some contact cleaner. It did no good. I then waited 20 minutes, and it
started rite up, as it usually does. I also had a new ignition key made, in case the key wasn't
making proper contact. It didn't help. Does anybody have any ideas what might be causing this?
I've read that the crank sensor could cause stalling issues. Would it cause the issues I've
described? Could low fuel pressure stop the ignition from firing? What other things might I look
for. I'm guessing a bad sensor, bad module or loose connection, but I don't know where to look
from here. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Crankshaft position sensor is a good
candidate. Locate where it is at the edge of the harmonic balancer with the two wire connector.
When the engine dies, throw cold water onto the sensor area. See if that changes the clearance
enough that it again senses the manetic pulses. It's recommended to change the camshaft
position sensor at the same time. You did it right by diagnosing for spark when it died. Also for
fuel pump problems, hooking up a fuel pressure gauge and driving around with it duct taped to
the outside of the windshield until it dies will diagnoses fickle fuel pump problems where the
pressure varies. A new fuel pump isn't always a good fuel pump. Did they put on an AC Delco?
What I don't like in your description is that the fuel pump seemed to fix the stall for 8 months.
Was it just different weather? Or did you have two problems? Thanks for responding! I used to
work at a GM dealership for a couple years back in the early 's as a mechanic, but ultimately
went with a different career. Cars have gotten more complicated since then, but I still remember
some basics. I decided to try and diagnose this myself since I cannot make it fail for my
mechanic s. I will try the cold water bit next time around that's a great trick and see what
happens. Is there a connector for it outside the balancer, or is it inside the assembly? And
where is the camshaft sensor located? I don't know the make of the fuel pump. Would the spark
cut out if the pressure drops too low? I'll look for a fuel pressure gauge this weekend. I was
wondering about the 8 months myself. It may be that when they installed it they disturbed some
wiring that is causing the issue. When I brought it to them initially it was brought in several
times over the course of two months, as they could not get the car to stall while they had it.
After each time I picked it up it would be fine for a week and then fail again. I was thinking that
with each trip they went in jiggling wires, etc to make it fail and by doing so they may have
temporarily fixed a bad connection. It was my theory at the time. Luckily they did not charge me
for these visits, as they couldn't find anything wrong they're pretty good about that. It could be
the weather. I'm in Florida, and the problem seems to come on during the summers. Which
down here means lots of humidity to promote corrosion. There was another symptom last year
that hasn't happened this year so I didn't mention it. That is occasionally when I would get in to
start it, the engine would not turn over. All the normal lights would be on dash but no starter.
Not even a solenoid clicking. When I'd put the headlights on they came on full bright, so the

battery was OK it had a new battery then, and I put another new one in last month If I waited 20
minutes and try again, it started rite up, Back then I hadn't thought of listening for the fuel pump
before starting it. Perhaps the new fuel pump fixed that problem and the present one is another.
Thanks again I'll let you know what I discover. The connector for the crankshaft position sensor
CPS is sticking out past the balancer. I have read a couple of H-body owners saying they found
poor connections in wiring to the fuel pump. Is there a connector back closer to the tank? Like
on top of the tank? I would see if I can borrow a fuel pressure gauge from one of the parts
stores that loan tools. But ideal would be to watch the pressure while you drive. I have read
many reports in forums where Bonneville owners have found failing fuel pumps within a year of
replacing them. Same goes for China wheel hub bearings. I had fuel pump replaced couple
summers back. The quality mechanical only shop would not put on anything but AC Delco. He
had had too many failures with other, even respected, off brands. He does similar things with
various parts for various brands. He keeps track of parts he's had to replace again under his
warranty or even later. When it does the stall, have you ever noticed the tachometer to see if it is
already at zero because the electrical signals from the CPS are gone or if it coasts down as the
engine slows to a stop? Try watching for the tach action when it happens, if possible. Still
looking for a fuel pressure gauge that fits that nipple on the FPR. As far as the tach goes,
usually it stalls pretty quick. By the time I notice, it's already dead. I will try to grab a look at the
tach next time it stalls from idle. Usually I'm too busy nervously watching traffic at the
intersections, just in case!! It's a very odd issue. Had I been at a light idling, it would have died
completely. Sometimes when it dies on the road it restarts immediately if I don't turn the key all
the way off. If I turn off the key it's a minute wait. It always cold starts fine. I cannot remember it
failing after 30 minutes of straight running no turning it off. I'm also gathering bits to make a
flexible squirt gun of sorts to shoot the crank sensor with. Looking at that area I found that I
cannot directly hit it with water unless I can do a hose twist with a water bottle. I'll have that
together soon enough. Thanks for your help!! I am auto challenged and think I got "taken" at the
dealer the other day. My car intermittently stalls when driving slowly after having driven for a
while, and once while stopped at a stoplight. When I come back out to start it, it doesn't start
back up but, instead, jumps all over like possessed by a demon or bucks like a bucking bronco very bouncy and noisy. Yesterday, I got stuck again and I turned it over about 50 times before it
would start. BUT, the problem is still there. In fact, right after I picked it up, I drove for 5 miles,
went shopping, and it would not start when I came out. I took it back to the dealer who had it 5
days and could not recreate the problem. Basically told me I was nuts and that the car was
running like a charm. Personally, I think it is dangerous and I no longer trust my vehicle. Can't
wait to stall while on the freeway, and get rear ended. Oh, and the metal on the key is sometimes
very hot when I remove it from the ignition, and the radio cuts out and CLR appears on the
digital screen. Can this be related to why it won't start? Even so, I don't that that would cause it
to stall while driving. I'm ready to trade this in on a foreign car. Any ideas on what is the
problem??? It sounds like a fuel pump stopping after the car is driven a while or more likely a
crankshaft position sensor. At 85K miles that is young for a crankshaft position sensor. Did you
buy the car used? I would question how they diagnosed the catalytic converter. I'd be asking
them to take it off since it didn't fix the problem. The way to diagnose crankshaft position
sensor is to keep a spark plug ready and when it won't start, take off the plug wire and stick in
the old sparkplug and have someone crank the car to see if the sparkplug sparks when it's lying
ont he engine metal. Then you know there is no spark and you have to find out why. It might be
the spark control plate that's under the three coils. August My Buick started missing at 50mph
only, then it missed at all speeds. Finally, it missed terribly and then died while driving. It will
crank over and start and run approx. While it's doing this electricals will not work. I'm femal, live
alone, and this is my only means of transport. I need assistance. I have a Lesabre with the same
problem and I am trying to figure it out. After you fill the tank it stalls for the first few minutes
until you get the tank down a little. I think it must have something to do with the evaperative
emissions system. What did you find out on your 04? I would appreciate any help you can
provide. August edited August I have a LeSabre that had similar problems. One day the car
finally just died, and it turned out to be the fuel pump. That's definitely the first thing I would
suspect, with problems like you're having. It got to the point where I dreaded filling up the tank,
because the car would start running poorly again. For some reason, using fuel injector cleaning
fluid would alleviate the problem, until the pump finally just stopped working entirely. Try using
a fuel injector fluid that also cleans the carburetor I found those formulas worked the best , until
you can get the problem fixed. September I have a Buick Lesabre. The body has but has newer
engine and transmission. I left for work and turned the key to my surprise The lights were
bright, and the radio played. I went the next day and checked the starter, battery, cables, and
connections. All were in great condition. Then I went and had another key made thinking it

would be the Key Pass bar in the key. Still nothing. It wont crank over, not even the clicking
noise you here from the solinoid. You do hear the fuel injectors kick on but they kick back off
within a few seconds but that is it. The security light blinks but does not go off. I checked all the
fuses and seen one where you can't see the inside. I was thinking the Ignition tumbler or the
wires going down the steering shaft. I am at my wits end. If anyone has a clue I am losing out on
work cause of this. September edited September If the security light keeps flashing for 3
minutes after you turn the key 3 times and it doesn't get the right reading from the resistor in
the chip, you probably need to clean the key resistor with a pencil eraser on both sides. See if
that makes contact with the metal prongs in the key cylinder. Dip the key in alcohol an dinsert
quickly into the cylinder to hope to clean off the contacts IF they are dirty. But most likely you
need to install a bypass resistor set that you build from resistors at Radio Shack. Measure the
resistance of your key resistor and see which of the 15 used it matches. Insert the resistor link
in the two fine wires inside the orange conduit that looks like a wire at the connector on the
steering column. Use the wires going to the connector to short across with the bypass. If you
had not said the security light flashes for 3 minutes and then is ready for another key try, I
would have said have someone tap the solenoid on the starter with a hammer while someone
turns the key. But the flashing light means your wires in the steering column have broken in two
from the flexing of the tilt wheel And places that install alarm systems get the resistors in packs
to use to bypass the GM setup. You might know someone there who is used to doing the cutting
and splicing for you --without installing their alarm. Just bypass it and the theft system is gone,
but your car will start. No one will know your theft system has been bypassed. Hello imidazol97,
It's been a couple months since I posted about my issues with the car not starting and stalling
starter cranks, but no ignition. It's been working well, and I wanted to wait a good period of time
before reporting back, just in case. Your suggestion of the crank sensor brought me to the right
area for that particular problem. One day when the car wouldn't start I gave the wires going to
the crank sensor a gentle but firm tug and it started right up and ran for two weeks without
issue it used to fail at least once a day. Then it did some sputtering on my way home one night
after a couple weeks. I repeated the tug on the wires and again it ran without issue for another
month before I had to do it again. So I think there is a connection issue there. The next time it is
at my mechanic I will as them to check or replace the sensor and wires. Till then I don't mind
having to jiggle them once a month. At least I know where that problem is coming from.
However the other symptom has returned where when I turn the key there is no starter. Similar
to the recent posts from others. Turn key, dashboard lights stay on, but no starter. If I play with
the shift lever and flip the key repeatedly it will eventually kick to life. Sometimes it takes
minutes. I haven't taken notice of the security light during these episodes. The next time it
happens I'll take better notes on that and other lights. One thing I notice is that the car is usually
on an incline nose up when it happens. Sometimes just a slight incline. It has never happened
when the car is level. I'm wondering if it has something to do with the shift linkage when it's in
park. Doesn't the car need to be in park to start? Maybe the contact that tells it it is in park is not
making proper contact with the weight of the car rolling back twisting the linkage just a bit. Just
a thought. I tried a brand new key from the dealership, but that didn't work. This problem used
to happen only once a month last year. Then this week it happened three times always on an
incline. I'll report back with the status of the lights. Maybe it will help somebody else. The car
should crank in P and N. Put your foot on the brake and move the shift lever around and from P
to N while the key is turned to Crank. See if you get contact in between. The safety switch is on
top of the transmission where the linkage goes in. You might tug around on it and check the
connection there. But watch the security light. If the VATS system is given wrong resistance
readings three times to Crank, it flashes for 3 minutes before allowing another reading.
Remember the wires inside the steering column that connect to the key cylinder at the top may
shift when the car is in a different position. The tiny copper threads in the wires may make
contact then and not in other positions that shifts their weight slightly. Also notice if the
security light comes on while driving and goes off. That would indicate there is a problem with
the resistance readings. Some people have noted that symptom. Hey there, I need to find the
location for the fan relay radiator cooling fan albeit it is an Olds LSS they are the same, is it in
the maxi fuse center or inside the car at the right side kick panel? You are the most significant
and knowlegeable tech here for those cars, as far as I am concerned. I know there is an isse I
got a permanent code that stated the relay, I cleared it, but didn't drive the car long enough to
see if will re-occur. Thanks Bob October edited October Not sure what year this is for, but it
should be close to right. Remember that several of
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these relays are the same part number. So if another one such as horn or AC compressor are
the same part number, you can interchange them to test one that you believe is faulty. I don't
know if my 93 is the same, but it had the same problem, it turned out to be the crank sensor,
after it was replaced the problem went away, also my 95 started acting out in a similar way, that
one turned out to be the security issue from the , miles on it, but after some time and using the
other key the light would stay on and there would be no problem with it dying out, don't know
what else to offer, but both of those guys offering info are Excellent in their knowlege of these
vehicles. I only hope that this helps. Thank you so very much Imadoza, also if you are still here I
did send another querie again today as it did not post for some reason, thanks again this info is
not available anywhere including our local Libraries. Oh and about my rodent friends, Dryer
Sheets??? Sign In or Register to comment.

